
  

FAMILY HOLIDAYS 

 
 

Thanks to its diverse range of travel offerings, Vietnam is the perfect destination for a 
unforgettable family vacation. Explore the different options of tours and activities that 
you can recommend to your customers through this month's issue. 

FOOD 

 

From street food to fine dining, Vietnam has it all, and we do it well. 



It is true what they say. Vietnam serves up a variety of cuisine from farm and sea direct 
to your table. The variance of flavors from the south to the north will astound you, as 
will the culture and history that sits behind each dish. Why not discover more about 
Vietnam through its food? 
 

Spa, Yoga, and Wellness 

 

Vietnam offers up many healing and wellness locations. Sometimes it is purely the 

lushness and serenity of being immersed in a land where some traditions have kept the 

noise of the world out. Let us take you to those places. How about this 9D8N wellness 

program? 

 

Beach Holiday and River Cruises 

 

Blessed with miles of stunning coastline, from mainstays on the tourist trail to remote 

near deserted islands, this country’s pristine shores, bays and rivers afford a healthy and 

diverse mix of experiences. Exploring Vietnam through is waterways will sure create a 

unique experience for all the family members. Choose from treating everyone to an 

overnight cruise in Ha Long Bay or immerse yourself in the blue water of Vietnam's 
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central coast. Not a sea fan? There's the Mekong river cruises for your customers to try 

out. 

 

Adventure 

 

Impressive landscapes, deep jungles lush with vegetation, and an array of caves to 

explore, makes Vietnam the ultimate adventure destination. When National Parks boast 

a combination of hiking trails, terraced rice fields, delightful waterfalls and the chance 

to mix with local minority groups, you have the abundance of nature and history 

combined. This Vietnam sightseeing bike tour is perfect for those who want to stay 

active while traveling. 

 

Connect with ITS online. 

Let us guide your inbound travel requirements as your Vietnam DMC! 

Follow Us! 
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